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Exploring Latent Semantic Information for
Textual Emotion Recognition in Blog Articles

Xin Kang, Member, IEEE, Fuji Ren, Senior Member, IEEE, and Yunong Wu

Abstract—Understanding people’s emotions through natural
language is a challenging task for intelligent systems based on
Internet of Things (IoT). The major difficulty is caused by the
lack of basic knowledge in emotion expressions with respect to
a variety of real world contexts. In this paper, we propose a
Bayesian inference method to explore the latent semantic dimen-
sions as contextual information in natural language and to learn
the knowledge of emotion expressions based on these semantic
dimensions. Our method synchronously infers the latent semantic
dimensions as topics in words and predicts the emotion labels in
both word-level and document-level texts. The Bayesian inference
results enable us to visualize the connection between words and
emotions with respect to different semantic dimensions. And by
further incorporating a corpus-level hierarchy in the document
emotion distribution assumption, we could balance the document
emotion recognition results and achieve even better word and
document emotion predictions. Our experiment of the word-
level and the document-level emotion predictions, based on a
well-developed Chinese emotion corpus Ren-CECps, renders both
higher accuracy and better robustness in the word-level and the
document-level emotion predictions compared to the state-of-the-
art emotion prediction algorithms.

Index Terms—Bayesian inference, emotion-topic model, emo-
tion recognition, multi-label classification, natural language un-
derstanding.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE recognition of human emotions for intelligent sys-
tems has been widely studied in many different fields.

Recently reported studies include the affect analysis in human–
computer interaction [1]−[3], the emotional traits examination
in mental disease diagnosis [4]−[7], and the cognitive anal-
ysis of emotions in the neuroscience study [8], [9]. Because
emotions are the reflection of people’s mind states, perceiving
emotions requires a deeper understanding of the semantic
meanings in people’s behavior. In this paper, we explore
the emotion recognition method based on natural language
understanding, to fully understand human emotions expressed
in the word-level and document-level texts.
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Emotion recognition in natural language is a difficult study
because human emotions are associated not only with the
basic words but also with the context semantic meanings,
which could even confuse the other human beings in many
cases. For example, a positive word “happily” may express
negative emotions in some specific contexts: Don’t bother
me. I’m living happily ever after. A direct solution for rec-
ognizing such emotions might be constructing a dictionary
[10]−[13] or a knowledge base [14], [15] for recognizing
emotion expressions, or considering the semantic information
in contexts such as the previous few words [10], [11] or
the syntactically-related words [16], [17]. However, models
based on such dictionaries or knowledge bases suffer from a
serious under-fitting problem, because the number of emotion-
triggering patterns grows exponentially large as the number
of context words in consideration increases. Either building
an emotion dictionary or training an emotion classifier would
require a huge number of labeled examples, which could be
too expensive to acquire in practice.

In this paper, we propose a novel method by exploring the
latent semantic dimensions as the word context features, for
learning the emotion expressions in natural language. Semantic
dimensions are represented as the discrete random variables
(or topics) in a Bayesian probabilistic model, each of which
is associated with a word in the document. The model has
to learn a distribution of the topic assignment for each word
through a Bayesian inference by reading these documents, in
which a distinct topic value can indicate a specific semantic
dimension in the word context. In this process, each word
can be associated with a series of topic assignments in a
probabilistic distribution. The number of distinct topics is
adjusted by fitting the Bayesian model for emotion recognition,
but the size of increased feature space, which is linear to the
distinct topic number, would be much smaller than the size
of a dictionary or knowledge based feature space. Therefore,
fitting an emotion recognition model based on our context
semantic features would be much easier than fitting the model
with traditional features.

We introduce two implementations of the Bayesian infer-
ence method for textual emotion recognition. The document
and word emotion topic (DWET) model is a generative model,
which infers the latent topics and the emotion assignments
to words and documents by maximizing the probability of
word generation throughout a corpus of documents. In the
DWET model, we employ the two-level hierarchical conjugate
probabilities to demonstrate the distributions of words, topics,
and emotions throughout a corpus. The other hierarchical
document and word emotion topic (HDWET) model is also
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a generative model. It shares the similar structural and prob-
abilistic assumptions with the DWET model, except that a
third level hierarchy is incorporated for the document-level
emotion distribution in HDWET to allow a greater flexibility
in the document emotion variation. By tuning the distribution
parameters in these generative models, we generate the corpus-
level knowledge of emotion expressions with respect to the
latent semantic dimensions in the context, and predict the
emotion labels for words and documents to maximize the
generative probabilities in these models.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: Section II re-
views the related work in textual emotion recognition; Section
III describes the construction and probabilistic assumptions
in our Bayesian models for emotion recognition; Section IV
illustrates the Bayesian inference method for learning the emo-
tion expression knowledge and for predicting emotion labels
in words and documents through a corpus; Section V details
our experiment on textual emotion recognition, compares our
results with the state-of-the-art emotion classification algo-
rithms, and demonstrates the learned knowledge of emotion
expressions with respect to different semantic dimensions;
Section VI concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Developing the knowledge of emotion expression in natural
language has been widely studied for textual emotion recog-
nition. These studies include the emotion lexicon [18] gener-
ated on the co-occurrence of emoticon and emotion in blog
articles, the emotion lexicon [11] selected from the Japanese
evaluation expression dictionary [19] based on the emotion
words proposed by Teramura [20], the emotion lexicon for
verbs [12] which was manually annotated to the combination
of a Dutch wordnet and a Dutch reference lexicon, and the
emotion lexicon [13] based on the word-emotion associa-
tion with crowdsourcing. Besides, there have been manually
developed emotional rules such as the emotion lexicon and
the lexical pattern based rules [11] for finding the emotion-
provoking events in the Web corpus, the manually developed
rules [21] based on wordnet-affect [22] for constructing the
groups of lyric emotions, and the application of common-sense
knowledge such as the open mind commonsense (OMCS)
knowledge base [23] for the textual affect sensing [24], and
the emotinet knowledge base for an emotion detection system
[14]. However, many studies on textual emotion recognition
[25]−[27] suggested that the development of lexicons or
knowledge bases for emotion expression in natural language
could be very expensive, and serious accuracy problems could
be caused in the developed knowledge base especially for the
context sensitive emotion expressions.

There have also been studies on the extraction of context
sensitive emotion information. Wu et al. [28], [29] employed
a linear chain conditional random fields (CRF) model, based
on the negative modifiers and the degree modifiers as context
information in a sentence, for recognizing the emotions in
words. Das et al. [30] also considered the context information
such as the negative modifiers and punctuations in a sentence,
and employed a CRF model for the word emotion prediction.

These recognized word emotions have been proved cru-
cial for sentence and document emotion classifications. With
an emotion lexicon learned through the statistical study of
emoticons in online messages, Yang et al. [10] built a support
vector machines (SVM) model and a CRF model respectively
for the sentence and document emotion classifications in blog
articles. Kang et al. [31] proposed a kernel-based method to
investigate and compare different word-level emotion features
for the sentence emotion prediction in a blog corpus. The
major problem in these models is that the context features were
either insufficient to demonstrate the sentiment information in
natural language or dependent on a very large lexicon which
causes the model difficult to fit.

Kang et al. [27] employed a semi-supervised Bayesian
framework to predict emotions in words, by incorporating
the statistical relationship between words and emotion labels
through the online micro-blog streams. By incorporating an
emotion transition factor in the Bayesian framework, the
model has successfully learned the author-specific emotion ex-
pression patterns in micro-blogs, and has effectively improved
the emotion prediction accuracy in micro-blog documents.
Other probabilistic models [32], [33] explored the word emo-
tion and document emotion separately in blog articles, with
emotion labels incorporated as a latent factor in determining
the observation of words in the blog documents. Ren et al.
[4] examined the emotional traits in suicide blog streams with
a probabilistic graphical model, and developed a suicide risk
prediction system for the blog authors based on their writing
histories with promising results. However, to our knowledge
no study has explored the semantic dimensions in the context
for simultaneously recognizing the textual emotions in words
and documents.

III. BAYESIAN MODELS FOR EMOTION RECOGNITION

Bayesian models are the probabilistic description of ob-
served values and hidden properties in the real world, in
which observed values and hidden properties are represented
as visible and latent variables respectively, with the influence
among these values and properties represented as the directed
connections between these variables. As a complete model
of variables and their relationships, a Bayesian model defines
the joint probability of all random variables with a directed
acyclic diagram. Each random variable is associated with zero
or more parent random variables based on some dependent
and independent assumptions in the diagram. Probabilistic
influence could flow through these directed connections in
the diagram to allow probabilistic inference. The Bayesian
models are convenient to describe such influence between
different variables, because the joint probability of a Bayesian
model is easy to factorize into the product of a series of
conditional probabilities according to the Bayes’ theorem, and
each conditional probability could describe an influence from
several parent variables to the child variable in the model.
Each factorized probability would incorporate only a few
random variables which are more suitable to be mathematically
represented than the joint probability. In this paper, we propose
two Bayesian models for emotion recognition in words and
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documents, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The random variables,
parameters, and indexes in these models are listed in Table I
for the ease of illustration.

Fig. 1. DWET model for predicting complex text emotions and emotion-
topic variation.

Fig. 2. HDWET model with corpus level emotion proportions for predicting
complex text emotions and emotion-topic variation.

TABLE I
INDEXES, RANDOM VARIABLES, AND PARAMETERS

Indexes/variables/ Description
parameters
j Index of topic
k Index of emotion category
t Index of word in the vocabulary
i Index of word in a document
d Index of document
J Number of semantic dimensions (topics)
K Number of emotion categories
N Number of words in the vocabulary
D Number of documents in the corpus
Wd Number of words in document d
z Variable of topic
E Variable of document emotion
e Variable of word emotion
w Variable of word
θz Proportion variable in topic distribution
θE Proportion variable in document emotion distribution
θe Proportional variable in word emotion distribution
η Proportional variable in word distribution
φ Concentration variable in document emotion distribution
A Concentration parameter in topic distribution
B Concentration parameter in document emotion distribution
β Concentration parameter in word emotion distribution
τ Concentration parameter in word distribution
α Hyper-parameter in document emotion distribution

A. Model Construction for DWET

The DWET model in Fig. 1 describes a joint probability
over the observed word wdi for each document index d ∈
{1, . . . , D} and each word index i ∈ {1, . . . , Wd} throughout
a corpus, the semantic dimension value (or topic) zdi for each
word, the emotion labels edik of each emotion category k ∈
{1, . . . , K} for each word, the emotion labels Edk of each
emotion category for each document, and variables η, θz , θE ,
θe, A, B, β, τ as the distribution parameters in the Bayesian
model.

Besides, the DWET model describes a series of conditional
probabilities over these random variables with directed con-
nections as shown in Fig. 1. The observation of a word in wdi

given its topic in zdi and corresponding emotions in edi· is
assumed to follow a Categorical distribution

wdi|zdi, edi· ∼ Categorical(ηzdiedi·) (1)

where ηzdiedi· is the proportional parameter in Categorical
distribution. By arranging the topic variable zdi and the
emotion variable edi· as parents to the word variable wdi,
we construct a V-structure z → w ← e, in which because
the value of the child variable w is observed throughout the
corpus, the assignments to z and e falls dependent on each
other. This is because that the parent variables, which in
the directed V-structure connections could jointly influence
the value in the child variable, become inversely influenced
by the observations in the child variable and any other par-
ent variable through their posterior probabilities. This phe-
nomenon is called “explaining away” in the Bayesian model.
It allows the observation of a semantic dimension zdi = j
in word wdi to affect the distribution of word emotions edi·
through the posterior probability p(edi·|wdi, zdi), and therefore
makes our emotion recognition depending on the semantic
dimensions in the context. Compared to the lexicon-based,
rule-based, and knowledge-based emotion inference, in which
emotion distributions are represented as p(edi·|wdi, wdj , . . .),
our DWET model significantly decreases the complexity in the
conditional parts of the emotion probability. In fact, because
the model describes a probabilistic connection between the
word wdi and topic zdi variables, we can interpret the context
semantic information from a vector representation of the topic
probabilities [p(zdi = 1), p(zdi = 2), . . .].

The topic variable zdi specifies a semantic dimension in
the context of word wdi. We incorporate totally J semantic
dimensions in the DWET model, which correspond to a set of
discrete values zdi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} for the topic assignment.
A Categorical distribution is assumed for these discrete topic
variables

zdi ∼ Categorical(θz
d) (2)

where θz
d is the proportional parameter in the Categorical

distribution with respect to a specific document d.
The word emotion variable edik ∈ {0, 1} specifies the

existence of the kth emotion category in wdi, by taking binary
values. We incorporate totally K distinct emotion categories,
with k ∈ {1, . . . , K} indexing the specific categories. To
analyze the influence of an emotion observation in a document
d to the emotion observations in corresponding words wdi,
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we connect the document emotion variable Edk to the word
emotion variables edik in the DWET model, and assume
Bernoulli distribution for the word emotion variable given a
document emotion observation

edik|Edk ∼ Bernoulli(θe
dkEdk

) (3)

where θe
dkEdk

is the proportional parameter in the Bernoulli
distribution with respect to document d, emotion label k, and
the observation of document emotion in Edk.

The document emotion variable Edk ∈ {0, 1} is also a
binary random variable, which indicates the existence of the
kth emotion category in document d. Emotion categories and
emotion indexes in documents are the same as those in words.
We assume Bernoulli distribution for the document emotion
variables

Edk ∼ Bernoulli(θE
dk) (4)

with θE
dk as the proportional parameter for document d and

emotion label k. Although the word emotion variables ed·k
are absent in (4) for the document emotion distribution, the
influence from ed·k to Edk still exists in our Bayesian model
and is implemented through a Bayesian inference process. In
fact, the probabilistic belief in document emotions would be
rationally adjusted given the word emotion samples, as will
be discussed later.

The DWET model assumption incorporates several propor-
tional parameters in η, θz , θe, and θE as shown before. Al-
though a direct optimization to these proportional parameters,
through Bayesian inference, is feasible for training a model
for the document and word emotion predictions, except that
the learned values in these parameters might only fit well
in the training process but could not adjust properly to new
text samples in the real world. One of the advantages in
building a Bayesian model is that we can represent the model
parameters as random variables and make further assumptions
on their distributions. This allows the model to adjust these
parameters better, with more flexibility and better robustness in
Bayesian inference, for recognizing emotions in the real-world
texts. In the DWET model, we assume conjugate priors of the
Categorical and Bernoulli likelihoods as the prior probabilities
for these proportional parameters, which will simplify the
derivation of their posterior probabilities in our Bayesian
inference.

Specifically, for the proportional parameter ηjk in (1), we
assume Dirichlet distribution

ηjk ∼ Dirichlet(τjk) (5)

as its prior probability, which is also the conjugate prior of
its Categorical likelihood function. τjk is the concentration
parameter of this Dirichlet distribution, and j, k are the
indexes of topic and emotion in word wdi, respectively. For the
proportional parameter θz

d in (2), we also assume the Dirichlet
distribution as its prior probability, which is the conjugate prior
of its Categorical likelihood function

θz
d ∼ Dirichlet(A) (6)

A is the concentration parameter of this Dirichlet distribution.

Dirichlet distribution is used to describe the probability of
probability mass assignments in the proportional parameters,
like θz

d in (6). The proportional parameter θz
d can be specified

as a set of J probability mass assignments {θz
dj = θ̂z

dj |j =
1, . . . , J}, in which each entry θ̂z

dj evaluates the probability of
observing a topic value in zdi = j, by satisfying the following
restrictions

J∑

j=1

θ̂z
dj = 1, θ̂z

d· > 0. (7)

The Dirichlet distribution in (6) describes a probability
density function for the continuous random variables θz

d·.
It allows a θz

dj to concentrate on a larger probability mass
assignment with a larger concentration parameter Aj , while
restricting the probability mass assignments under (7).

For the proportional parameter θe
dkE in (3), we assume Beta

distribution
θe

dkEdk
∼ Beta(βkEdk

) (8)

as its prior probability, which is also the conjugate prior of
its Bernoulli likelihood function. βkEdk

is the concentration
parameter in this Beta distribution, while Edk corresponds to
the assignment to the document emotion Edk ∈ {0, 1} with
the same document index d and emotion category k. Similarly,
for the proportional parameter θE

dk in (4), we also assume the
Beta distribution as its prior probability, which is the conjugate
prior of its Bernoulli likelihood function

θE
dk ∼ Beta(Bk) (9)

Bk is the concentration parameter in this Beta distribution.
A Beta distribution can be considered as a simple Dirichlet

distribution for the binary probability mass assignments. For
example, the proportional parameter θE

dk in (4) can be spec-
ified with the probability mass assignments of (θE0

dk , θE1
dk ) =

(θ̂E0
dk , θ̂E1

dk ), in which

θ̂E0
dk + θ̂E1

dk = 1, θ̂E·
dk > 0. (10)

The Beta distribution in (9) describes a probability density
function for the continuous random variable θE·

dk . It allows θE0
dk

to concentrate on a larger probability mass assignment with a
larger concentration parameter Bk, and restrict the probability
mass assignments under (10).

All the concentration parameters A, B, β, and τ are constant
in our DWET assumption. These parameters are initialized
by counting the occurrence and absence of the corresponding
categorical variables in the training data. For example, we
count the occurrence of document emotion k through the
training data for B1

k =
∑

d 1{Edk = 1} and count the absence
of document emotion k for B0

k =
∑

d 1{Edk = 0}. We count
the occurrence of word emotion k together with document
emotion k for β1

kEdk
=

∑
d

∑
i 1{edik = 1, Edk = 1} and the

occurrence of word emotion k with the absence of document
emotion k for β0

kEdk
=

∑
d

∑
i 1{edik = 1, Edk = 0}.

Parameter τ is initialized similarly. Because the semantic
dimensions are latent even in the training data, we assume their
probability masses concentrate equally on the set of discrete
values {1, . . . , J}, and employ one value for all the topic
concentration parameters Aj = A.
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B. Model Construction for HDWET

The HDWET model in Fig. 2 describes a similar proba-
bilistic model as DWET, except that we have relaxed the
assumption for the document emotion concentration parameter
to be constant by incorporating a random variable φk on the
corpus-level and by employing αφk in

θE
dk ∼ Beta(αφk) (11)

as a flexible document emotion concentration parameter. α is
a constant hyper-parameter in (11). Because φ is incorporated
in the hierarchy of document emotion distribution, we name it
the Hierarchical Document and Word Emotion Topic model.

In the previous DWET model, because the corpus-level
concentration parameter Bk is constant, all the document
emotion proportional parameters θE

dk for different d must
have the same probability densities as shown in (9). This
corresponds to an implicit assumption that for each emotion
category k, the model assumes the same prior probability to
observe it in different documents. However, in the real text
because the probabilistic concentration of document emotion
varies dramatically through different documents, the model
needs to adjust itself to all kinds of emotion distributions to
properly recognize these document emotions. In the HDWET
model, we incorporate the variability in document emotion
distribution with a corpus-level concentration parameter αφk,
as shown in (11).

We assume Beta distribution for the document emotion
concentration parameter φk

φk ∼ Beta(Bk) (12)

in which Bk only poses a prior assumption on the emotion dis-
tribution and does not directly influence the probabilistic distri-
bution for document-level emotions. As a constant parameter,
B is initialized by counting the observation of document emo-
tions through the training data, with B1

k =
∑

d 1{Edk = 1}
for the occurrence of emotion k, and B0

k =
∑

d 1{Edk = 0}
for the absence of emotion k.

IV. BAYESIAN INFERENCE

Bayesian inference estimates the value of a random vari-
able based on the Bayes’ theorem, by deriving its posterior
probability from the product of its prior and an observation
likelihood. For the proposed Bayesian models in this paper, we
employ a Gibbs sampling algorithm as the Bayesian inference
method, to estimate the values in topic zdi, word emotion
edik, and document emotion Edk, by deriving their posterior
probabilities respectively.

Gibbs sampling is an efficient Bayesian inference algorithm,
in which samples of the random variables are iteratively
drawn from their estimated posterior probabilities in a loop,
by freezing the sampled values in other random variables as
the observation for their likelihood calculations. The algorithm
converges after a few sampling steps, and the posterior prob-
ability of each random variable can be estimated by counting
the sampling history of this variable.

The Gibbs sampling algorithms for estimating topics and
emotions for the DWET model and the HDWET model are

described in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. Both algorithms
iteratively draw samples of zdi, edik, and Edk from their
posterior probabilities, with the parameter variables including
η, θz , θe, θE in DWET and φ in HDWET collapsed out
for sampling efficiency. The sampling steps repeat through
M loops until convergence, which renders a linear time
complexity O(n) for both algorithms. In the following, we
illustrate the derivation of posterior probabilities respectively
of the topic variable zdi, the word emotion variable edik, and
the document emotion variable Edk for the DWET model and
the HDWET model.

Algorithm 1 Gibbs Sampling for DWET Inference

1: for m = 1 → M do
2: for d = 1 → D do
3: for i = 1 → Wd do
4: sample zdi by (13)

5: for k = 1 → K do
6: sample edik by (14)

7: end for
8: end for
9: for k = 1 → K do
10: sample Edk by (15)

11: end for
12: end for
13: end for

Algorithm 2 Gibbs Sampling for HDWET Inference

1: for m = 1 → M do
2: for k = 1 → K do
3: sample φk by (17)

4: end for
5: for d = 1 → D do
6: for i = 1 → Wd do
7: sample zdi by (13)

8: for k = 1 → K do
9: sample edik by (14)

10: end for
11: end for
12: for k = 1 → K do
13: sample Edk by (16)

14: end for
15: end for
16: end for

A. Gibbs Sampling for DWET

We show the derived algebraic expressions of the posterior
probabilities in Algorithm 1, with the detailed derivation steps
illustrated in Appendix A.

For word i of document d within a corpus1, the posterior
probability of observing a semantic dimension (topic) j,
conditioned on the observation of words, emotions, and all

1For the Gibbs sampling algorithm, this corresponds to a test corpus.
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other topics through the corpus are given by

p(zdi = j|w, z−di, e, E;A,B, β, τ) ∝ A + ndj

A× J + Wd

×
∏

k∈K1

τ1
kjwdi

+ n1
kjwdi

τ1
kj∗ + n1

kj∗
×

∏

k∈K0

τ0
kjwdi

+ n0
kjwdi

τ0
kj∗ + n0

kj∗
(13)

where K1 = {k′|edik′ = 1} and K0 = {k′|edik′ = 0}
represent the sets of occurrent and absent of emotion cat-
egory in word wdi, ndj =

∑
i′ 1{zdi′ = j} counts the

occurrence of topic with the same value as j in docu-
ment d, Wd counts the number of words in document d,
n1

kjwdi
=

∑
d′

∑
i′ 1{(ed′i′k, zd′i′ , wd′i′) = (1, j, wdi)} counts

the occurrence of word emotion k, topic j, and word with
the same value as wdi through the corpus, and n0

kjwdi
=∑

d′
∑

i′ 1{(ed′i′k, zd′i′ , wd′i′) = (0, j, wdi)} counts the ab-
sence of word emotion k, the occurrence of topic j and
word with the same value as wdi through the corpus. “∗” in
the subscripts indicates a summation of the variable over the
corresponding dimension.

For word i of document d within a corpus, the posterior
probability of observing the emotion category k conditioned
on the observation of words, topics, and all other emotions
through the corpus is given by

p(edik|w, z, e−dik, E;A,B, β, τ)

∝





β1
kEdk

+ ndk

β1
kEdk

+ β0
kEdk

+ Wd
× n1

kzdiwdi
+ τ1

kzdiwdi

n1
kzdi∗ + τ1

kzdi∗
if edik = 1

β0
kEdk

+ Wd − ndk

β1
kEdk

+ β0
kEdk

+ Wd
× n0

kzdiwdi
+ τ0

kzdiwdi

n0
kzdi∗ + τ0

kzdi∗
if edik = 0

(14)

where ndk =
∑

i′ 1{edi′k = 1} counts the occurrence of word
emotion k in document d, while n1

kzdiwdi
and n0

kzdiwdi
counts

the same observations as in (13).
For document d in a corpus, the posterior probability of

observing emotion category k conditioned on the observation
of words, topics, and all other emotions through the corpus is
given by

p(Edk|w, z, e, E−dk;A,B, β, τ)

∝





B1
k + 1

B1
k + B0

k + 1

∏

i∈Wd

p(edik| . . . , Edk = 1, . . . )

if Edk = 1
B0

k + 1
B1

k + B0
k + 1

∏

i∈Wd

p(edik| . . . , Edk = 0, . . . )

if Edk = 0

(15)

where Wd is the set of word indexes in document d, with
the posterior probabilities of word emotion observations in
p(edik| . . . , Edk, . . . ) calculated through (14).

In Algorithm 1, the Gibbs sampler repeatedly draws samples
of topic zdi, word emotion edik, and document emotion Edk

based on the derived posterior probabilities through (13)−(15),
and uses these sampled values to estimate the true posterior

probabilities, until these estimated posterior probabilities get
converged. We predict the values in zdi, edik, and Edk by
maximizing their estimated posterior probabilities.

B. Gibbs Sampling for HDWET

We illustrate the algebraic expressions for posterior proba-
bility calculations in Algorithm 2, with the detailed derivation
steps shown in Appendix B.

The HDWET model shares the similar structure and proba-
bilistic assumptions with respect to the topic-related distribu-
tions and the word emotion-related distributions, as depicted
in section III. In fact, the algebraic expressions for posterior
probabilities of topics and word emotions are also the same
as those in (13) and (14) respectively.

For document d in a corpus, the posterior probability of
observing emotion category k conditioned on the observation
of words, topics, and all other emotions through the corpus is
given by

p(Edk|w, z, e, E−dk, φ;A,B, β, τ)

∝





αφ̂k + 1

α(φ̂k + ¯̂
φk) + 1

∏

i∈Wd

p(edik| . . . , Edk = 1, . . . )

if Edk = 1

α
¯̂
φk + 1

α(φ̂k + ¯̂
φk) + 1

∏

i∈Wd

p(edik| . . . , Edk = 0, . . . )

if Edk = 0

(16)

where Wd is the set of word indexes in document d, with
the posterior probability of word emotion observations in
p(edik| . . . , Edk, . . . ) calculated through (14). ¯̂

φk is the com-
plement of φ̂k with ¯̂

φk = 1− φ̂k, and φ̂k is sampled through
its updated posterior probability

φk|w, z,e, E;A,B, β, τ

∼ Beta(B1 + nk, B0 + D − nk) (17)

nk =
∑

d′ 1{Ed′k = 1} counts the occurrence of document
emotion k through the corpus.

Similar to the DWET model, the Gibbs sampler in Algo-
rithm 2 repeatedly draws samples of topic zdi, word emotion
edik, and document emotion Edk based on the derived pos-
terior probabilities through (13), (14), and (16), and estimate
their true posterior probabilities based on the sampled values
until convergence. Prediction of the values in zdi, edik, and
Edk is made by maximizing their posterior probabilities.

V. EMOTION RECOGNITION EXPERIMENT

We examine our Bayesian inference method for textural
emotion recognition in blog articles, based on the emotion
corpus Ren-CECps [25]. The emotion corpus contains 1, 147
Chinese blog articles collected from Internet, with manually
annotated emotion labels for 8 basic emotion categories in the
document-level, sentence-level, and word-level, respectively.
The basic emotion categories include joy, love, expect, sur-
prise, anxiety, sorrow, anger, and hate. And each emotion
label has been further distinguished into 10 levels of emotion
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intensities according to its emotion strength. The following
is an example of emotion-annotated sentence translated from
Ren-CECps:

ht0.2|so0.9 I really want to: ex0.6 give up: ht0.3 |so0.6 !

In this example, “want to” indicates a medium (0.6) expect,
“give up” implies a low (0.3) hate and a medium (0.6) sorrow,
while the complete sentence indicates a low (0.2) hate and a
high (0.9) sorrow.

It has to be noted that emotion labels from different cate-
gories are not evenly distributed throughout the corpus [33]. In
fact, a previous study of the emotion classification for online
messages [4] suggests that textual expression of emotions are
highly biased, in which love, sorrow, and anxiety are more
often observed than surprise and anger. In Ren-CECps, the
number of love (over 500) is 1 magnitude larger than the
number of surprise (only 90) in the document-level. This
makes the textural emotion recognition very difficult for the
traditional classifiers, because training a classifier on highly
biased data will significantly impact the recall sores for the
less common emotion categories.

The emotion corpus is divided into a training set of 917 blog
articles and a test set of 230 blog articles. We initialize the
concentration parameters A, B, β, τ based on the observation
of corresponding categorical variables in the training set, select
the model parameter J based on a 5-fold cross validation on
the training set, and set the hyper-parameter α to the number
of blog articles in each set. We employ precision, recall, and f-
score for evaluating the emotion recognition results in emotion
category, as defined below

Precision(k) =
tpk

tpk + fpk
(18)

Recall(k) =
tpk

tpk + fnk
(19)

F-score(k) =
2× Precision(k)× Recall(k)

Precision(k) + Recall(k)
(20)

where k indicates the emotion category, tpk, fpk, and fnk

count the number of true positive, false positive, and false
negative predictions in the result for emotion category k. We
compare the results from the DWET and HDWET models,
perform further comparisons with those from the state-of-the-
art emotion prediction algorithms, and demonstrate the learned
connection between emotion categories and latent semantic
dimensions for specific words in the blog articles.

The detailed results of emotion prediction from the DWET
and HDWET models are shown in Tables II and III for the
document-level and word-level emotion recognition, respec-
tively. Jo, Lv, Ex, Su, Ax, So, Ag, and Ht are the abbreviations
for the emotions of joy, love, expect, surprise, anxiety, sorrow,
anger, and hate, while Ne indicates a none emotion which only
occurs in the word emotion prediction.

TABLE II
EVALUATION OF THE DOCUMENT EMOTION PREDICTION

Precision Recall F-score
DWET HDWET DWET HDWET DWET HDWET

Jo 56.32 37.17 56.32 96.55 56.32 53.67
Ht 41.07 26.47 47.92 93.75 44.23 41.28
Lv 72.14 72.14 65.58 65.58 68.71 68.71
So 63.91 48.80 80.95 97.14 71.43 64.97
Ax 57.25 54.50 70.54 91.96 63.20 68.44
Su 0.00 28.57 0.00 55.56 0.00 37.74
Ag 23.81 18.68 19.23 65.38 21.28 29.06
Ex 58.97 43.48 69.00 100.00 63.59 60.61

Avg. 46.68 41.23 51.19 83.24 48.60 53.06

TABLE III
EVALUATION OF THE WORD EMOTION PREDICTION

Precision Recall F-score
DWET HDWET DWET HDWET DWET HDWET

Ne 94.73 95.04 99.58 99.51 97.09 97.22
Jo 81.41 78.02 28.07 29.81 41.74 43.13
Ht 82.42 79.25 16.11 22.63 26.96 35.21
Lv 82.72 82.67 55.39 56.31 66.35 66.99
So 82.70 80.89 44.37 47.95 57.75 60.21
Ax 75.23 74.44 29.83 33.43 42.72 46.13
Su 100.00 85.71 1.33 2.67 2.63 5.17
Ag 76.92 88.57 2.78 8.61 5.36 15.70
Ex 79.86 77.94 20.84 23.60 33.05 36.23

Avg. 84.00 82.50 33.14 36.06 41.52 45.11

For document-level emotion recognition, we find that on
average the DWET model achieves better precision than the
HDWET model, while the HDWET model renders better
Recalls than the DWET model. This can be explained by the
fact that the variability in probability mass concentration pa-
rameter αφ makes the HDWET model easier to generate more
positive labels for the less common emotion categories during
inference. For example, Surprise is a rare document emotion
compared to the other emotions, which is only observed 90
times in 1,147 blog articles in Ren-CECps. During inference,
the concentration parameter variable αφSurprise grows larger
than the static concentration parameter BSurprise, which makes
the posterior probability of EdSurprise = 1 in (16) larger than
that in (15), and therefore enables the HDWET model to
recognize more surprise labels (with a higher recall score)
than the DWET model. For the common emotion categories
such as love, which is observed over 500 times in 1,147
blog articles, the HDWET model still performs as well as the
DWET model for generating the positive labels. This result
indicates that the incorporated flexibility in document emotion
concentration in the HDWET model has effectively improved
the robustness for document emotion recognition. It has to be
noticed that although the HDWET model achieves an average
lower precision score than the DWET model, in some specific
emotion categories such as love and surprise the HDWET
model still renders the same or even better precision scores
than the DWET model. Considering the f-score as a balanced
evaluation, the HDWET model outperforms the DWET model
in the document-level emotion recognition.

For word-level emotion recognition, we find that both
models achieve promising results for recognizing the Ne label,
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which in fact is the most common label for word emotion. On
average, the DWET model achieves higher precision scores,
while the HDWET model renders higher recall scores. The
result suggests that with Bayesian inference, the flexibility in
document emotion concentration not only has increased the
belief in observing the less common emotion categories in
documents but also has flowed through the directed connection
E → e under the probabilistic assumption in (3) to impact the
belief for observing the same word emotions in the HDWET
model. For the common emotion category such as love and
sorrow, the recall scores from HDWET are still better than
those from DWET, indicating that a flexible concentration
parameter in the document emotion distribution could effec-
tively improve the robustness for word emotion recognition.
By considering the f-score as a balanced evaluation, we find
the HDWET model also outperforms the DWET model for
word-level emotion recognition.

We plot the time complexity of Gibbs sampling algorithms
in Fig. 3, in terms of the number of input documents, for
two hundred sampling iterations of the DWET and HDWET
inference respectively. Our results suggest that inference time
of both algorithms grows linearly with respect to the size
of evaluation data, and that the DWET and HDWET models
render very little difference in the time complexity.

Fig. 3. Time complexity of Gibbs sampling algorithms for Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 2 in terms of document number.

We plot the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves
in Fig. 4 for the results of document emotion prediction and
word emotion prediction, in terms of DWET and HDWET
respectively. A comparison of Figs. 4 (a) and (b) suggests that
the HDWET model could significantly improve the robustness
of document emotion classification, especially for the rare
emotion categories, e.g., surprise and anger, in contrast to
the DWET model. By comparing Figs. 4 (b) and (d), we find
that the DWET model outperforms the HDWET model in the
robustness of emotion classification for sorrow and surprise,
while the HDWET model could generate robust classification
results for more difficult emotion categories like hate and
expect with properly selected thresholds.

Next, we compare our Bayesian models with the state-of-
the-art emotion prediction algorithms for the document-level

and word-level emotion recognition respectively, as shown
in Figs. 5 and 6, based on the Precision scores. The naive
Bayesian (NB) and SVM classifiers are employed as the
base-line models for the document emotion recognition, and
the hidden Markov models (HMM) and conditional random
fields (CRF) are employed as the base-line models for the
word emotion recognition. For the document-level emotion
recognition in Fig. 5, we find that the NB classifier performs
slightly better than the SVM classifier, with the average
precisions of 30.54% and 28.41%, respectively. Our DWET
and HDWET models perform much better than the base-line
models, with the average precisions of 46.68% and 41.23%,
respectively. For word-level emotion recognition in Fig. 6,
the experiment results suggest that the CRF model performs
slightly better than the HMM model, with the averaged
precisions of 63.46% and 62.20%, respectively. Compared
with the base-line models, our DWET and HDWET models
render much better results for word emotion recognition, with

Fig. 4. ROC curves for document emotion prediction (a, c) and word emotion
prediction (b, d) in terms of the DWET model (a, b) and the HDWET model
(c, d).

Fig. 5. Document emotion precisions from NB, SVM, DWET, and HDWET.
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the average precisions of 84.00% and 82.50%, respectively.
These comparisons suggest that, our Bayesian models by
incorporating the latent semantic dimensions as the context
of words have generated a much simpler representation of
emotions in the natural language expression, which helps the
models to fit more easily than the dictionary feature based
models.

Fig. 6. Word emotion precisions from HMM, CRF, DWET, and HDWET.

Fig. 7 demonstrates the knowledge of emotion in natural
language expression with respect to the semantic dimensions
(topics), in the form of an emotion-topic diagram. The knowl-
edge is learned with the HDWET model. We connect words to

their most significant semantic dimensions (T1, . . . , T9), and
attach these semantic dimensions to their related emotions,
and denote the connection strengths denoted on the edges.
The node colors specify the category of a node. For example,
all word nodes related to the same topic together with this
topic node share the same color. An emotion node shares the
same color with its most strongly connected topic node. With
this emotion-topic diagram, we can easily tell the connection
between words, semantic dimensions, and emotions. For ex-
ample, words like “convalesce” and “fall behind” in their most
significant semantic dimension T3 are strongly connected to
the emotion of sorrow. Words in the emotion-topic diagram are
not necessarily the emotional words in traditional definition,
because we are generalizing the knowledge of emotion expres-
sion from manual annotations to the more general language
expressions.

The knowledge of emotion expression with respect to the
semantic dimensions has been learned through the V-structure
of z → w ← e in both models. The “explaining away”
phenomenon allows topic z to directly influence the posterior
probabilities of emotion labels e through (14), and enables
the reverse influence from word emotion samples e to the
posterior probabilities of topics z through (13). The models
could therefore recognize the emotion labels e in the same
word with different semantic dimensions z, which promises
an improved precision, and associate each semantic dimension
z with a specific distribution of emotions e, which generalize
the basic knowledge of emotion with respect to many general
natural language expressions to improve the recall.

Fig. 7. Part of the emotion-topic diagram generated from HDWET.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose two Bayesian models DWET and
HDWET for exploring the latent semantic dimensions as the
context in natural language, and for learning the knowledge
of emotion expressions with respect to these semantic dimen-
sions. The basic idea is that probabilistic influence could flow
between emotions and topics in Bayesian inference through
a V-structure in the models, in which the emotion variable
e and the topic variable z are located as two parents of the
observed word variable w. Because each discrete value in topic
z represents a specific context semantic dimension for the
associate word w, the probabilistic distribution over topics in
Bayesian inference corresponds to a vector representation of
the probabilities over different context semantic dimensions,
which allows the models to distinguish words under different
contexts and effectively improves the emotion recognition
results. Our experiment of the document-level and word-
level emotion predictions, based on the Chinese emotion cor-
pus Ren-CECps, demonstrates a promising improvement for
emotion recognition compared to the state-of-the-art emotion
recognition algorithms. The DWET model outperforms all
base-line algorithms for word and document emotion predic-
tions. And the HDWET model, with a flexible concentration
parameter φ injected in the hierarchy of corpus-level document
emotion distribution, allows a self-adjustment of emotion
distributions through different documents, and significantly
improves emotion recognition for the less common emotion
categories with even better Recalls and F-scores compared
to the DWET model. We demonstrate the knowledge of
emotion expression with respect to latent semantic dimensions
through an emotion-topic diagram. By explicitly connecting
semantic indexes with emotion categories and the closely
related words, the diagram makes it easier to understand the
semantic meanings in most general words and their underlying
connections to the human emotions.

Our Bayesian models have simplified the language features
for textual emotion recognition, by representing the word
context with latent semantic dimensions and by associating
emotion categories with the word contexts in a low dimen-
sional feature space. However, our features could be somehow
over-simplified because the context information in natural
language expressions is still richer than the discrete semantic
dimensions which we can maximally afford in our models.
If we set too many semantic dimensions in the model, the
probabilistic influence would flow wildly and the Bayesian
inference could never converge. Another promising direction
for exploring the rich context semantic information is through
a deep neural network with multi-layer abstractions. The
neurons are very different from our topic variables in that they
do not separately (or linearly) represent semantic dimensions,
but can be combined together to specify one point in a large
semantic space, whose dimension is exponential to the number
of neurons. In this sense, we would like to employ the deep
neural networks for learning emotion expressions in natural
language with a better semantic representation in our future
work.

APPENDIX A
DERIVING POSTERIOR PROBABILITIES FOR DWET

The Bayes’ theorem suggests that for a random variable x
its posterior probability is proportional to the product of its
prior probability and likelihood of other related observations
in y. For a complicated Bayesian model, often there are many
other variables which are not directly involved in the Bayesian
inference, for which we use o to represent. We employ the
following equation to represent the Bayes’ theorem with the
non-directly involved variables on the condition part

p(x|y, o) ∝ p(x|o)× p(y|x, o). (21)

We illustrate the posterior probability derivations based on
this equation.

In Section III, we make assumptions of conjugate prior
probabilities for the proportional parameters, to simplify our
Bayesian inference. This is because that with these conjugate
prior probabilities, we can have a closed-form expression
of their posterior probabilities after observing values in the
related variables. For example, the proportional parameter
θE

dk in (9) is assumed a Beta prior probability, which is the
conjugate prior of its Bernoulli likelihood function in (4). After
observing E through the documents in the test set, we can have
posterior probability of θE

dk in a closed-form

θE
dk|E;B ∼ Beta(Bk + nk)

∼ Beta(B1
k + n1

k, B0
k + n0

k)
(22)

in which nk = (n1
k, n0

k) counts the occurrence and absence of
document emotion k in this set.

The topic variable zdi, which specifies a semantic dimension
for word wdi, has its posterior probability factorized by
following the Bayes’ theorem

p(zdi|w,z−di, e, E;A,B, β, τ)
∝p(zdi|w−di, z−di, e, E;A,B, β, τ)
× p(wdi|w−di, z, e, E;A,B, β, τ) (23)

in which “−” on the subscript indicates the set of all variables
except the one specified with the subscript. zdi in (23) corre-
sponds to the variable of interest x in (21), wdi corresponds
to the related observation y, and the rest variables of w−di,
z−di, e, and E correspond to o. A, B, β, and τ are parameters
in these probabilistic distributions.

We follow the categorical distribution assumption for the
topic variable zdi in (2), and interpret the value of the first
factor in (23)

p(zdi|w−di, z−di, e, E;A,B, β, τ) = θz
di. (24)

The proportional parameter variable θz
di can be inferred

through its posterior probability after observing zd in docu-
ment d

θz
di|zd;A ∼ Dirichlet(A + ndzdi

) (25)

in which ndzdi
=

∑
i′ 1{zdi′ = zdi} counts the occurrence

of topic with the same value as zdi. This is because the
prior probability Dirichlet for θz in (6) is the conjugate
prior of its categorical likelihood function in (2), and we can
simply update the parameters in Dirichlet to get its posterior
probability. By taking the expectation of θz as defined in (25)
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to (24), we derive the algebraic expression for the first factor
of topic posterior probability in (23)

p(zdi|w−di, z−di, e, E;A,B, β, τ) =
A + ndzdi

A× J + Wd
(26)

in which Wd = nd∗ is the number of words in document d.
Similarly, by following the assumption of Categorical dis-

tribution for the word variable wdi in (23), we can derive the
algebraic expression for the second factor in (23)

p(wdi|w−di, z, e, E;A,B, β, τ)

= ηedi·zdiwdi
=

∏

k∈K1
di

η1
kzdiwdi

∏

k∈K0
di

η0
kzdiwdi

(27)

in which K1 = {k|edik = 1} and K0 = {k|edik = 0}
represent the sets of occurrence and absence of emotion
category k in word wdi. We assume that different emotion
categories can independently influence the observation of a
word, and factorize the probability in (27) over emotion
category k based on this assumption. η in (27) can be inferred
through its posterior probability after observing w, z, and e
through a set of documents

η
1|0
kzdiwdi

|w, z, e; τ ∼ Dirichlet(τ1|0
kzdiwdi

+ n
1|0
kzdiwdi

) (28)

n1
kzdiwdi

=
∑

d′
∑

i′ 1{(ed′i′ , zd′i′ , wd′i′) = (1, zdi, wdi)}
counts the occurrence of word emotion k, topic and word
with the same values as zdi and wdi, while n0

kzdiwdi
=∑

d′
∑

i′ 1{(ed′i′ , zd′i′ , wd′i′) = (0, zdi, wdi)} counts the ab-
sence of word emotion k but the occurrence of topic and word
with the same value as zdi and wdi. A replacement of η in
(27) with its expectation in (28) gives the algebraic expression
for the first factor of topic posterior probability in (23)

p(wdi|w−di, z, e, E;A,B, β, τ)

=
∏

k∈K1

τ1
kzdiwdi

+ n1
kzdiwdi

τ1
kzdi∗ + n1

kzdi∗

∏

k∈K0

τ0
kzdiwdi

+ n0
kzdiwdi

τ0
kzdi∗ + n0

kzdi∗
(29)

in which “∗” indicates a summation over the corresponding
dimension.

We take (26) and (29) into (23) to derive the algebraic
expression of the posterior probability of topic variable zdi

in (13).
Next, we factorize the posterior probability of word emotion

variable edik by following the Bayes’ theorem

p(edik|w, z, e−dik, E;A,B, β, τ)
∝p(edik|w−di, z, e−dik, E;A,B, β, τ)
× p(wdi|w−di, z, e, E;A,B, β, τ) (30)

in which edik corresponds to the variable of interest x in
(21), wdi corresponds to the related observation y, and the
rest variables w−di (all words except wdi), z, e−dik, and E
corresponds to o. A, B, β, and τ are parameters in these
probabilistic distributions.

We follow the Bernoulli distribution assumption for the
word emotion variable edik in (3), and interpret the probability
value of the first factor in (30)

p(edik|w−di, z, e−dik, E;A,B, β, τ) = θe
dkEdk

(31)

in which θe
dkEdk

can be inferred through its posterior proba-
bility after observing the document emotion and other word
emotions in document d

θe
dkEdk

|Edk, ed·k;β ∼ Beta(βkEdk
+ ndk). (32)

This is because the prior probability Beta for θe in (8)
is the conjugate prior of its Bernoulli likelihood function in
(3). And because θe is a document-level variable as shown in
Fig. 1, we can simply update its parameters with observations
in the specific document d to get its posterior probability.
In (32), ed·k corresponds to all the word emotion labels in
document d and emotion category k, ndk =

∑
i′ 1{edi′k = 1}

counts the occurrence of word emotion k in document d. A
replacement of θe in (31) with its expectation in (32) gives
the algebraic expression for the first factor of word emotion
posterior probability in (30)

p(edik|w−di, z, e−dik, E;A,B, β, τ)

=





β1
kEdk

+ ndk

β1
kEdk

+ β0
kEdk

+ Wd
, if edik = 1

β0
kEdk

+ Wd − ndk

β1
kEdk

+ β0
kEdk

+ Wd
, if edik = 0

(33)

in which Wd is the number of words in document d, and
Wd−ndk corresponds to the absent count of word emotion k
in document d.

The second factor in (30) is exactly the same as that in
(23), whose derivation can be found in (27). We extend its
expression by extracting the emotion category k out of the
product for the convenience of later derivation, which gives

p(wdi|w−di, z, e, E;A,B, β, τ)

=





η1
kzdiwdi

×
∏

k′∈K1/k

η1
k′zdiwdi

∏

k′∈K0

η0
k′zdkwdi

if edik = 1

η0
kzdiwdi

×
∏

k′∈K1

η1
k′zdiwdi

∏

k′∈K0/k

η0
k′zdkwdi

if edik = 0

∝





n1
kzdiwdi

+ τ1
kzdiwdi

n1
kzdi∗ + τ1

kzdi∗
, if edik = 1

n0
kzdiwdi

+ τ0
kzdiwdi

n0
kzdi∗ + τ0

kzdi∗
, if edik = 0

(34)

in which K1/k and K0/k represent the sets of occurred
and absent emotion categories k′ in word wdi except k,
respectively. Because the products over K1 and K0 except
k turn to be the same regardless of the assignment in edik in
(34), we could take them out to simplify the calculation.

We take (33) and (34) into (30) to derive the algebraic ex-
pression of the posterior probability of word emotion variable
edik in (14).
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Finally, we factorize the posterior probability of document
emotion variable Edk by following the Bayes’ theorem

p(Edk|w, z, e, E−dk;A,B, β, τ)
∝p(Edk|w, z, e−d·k, E−dk;A,B, β, τ)
× p(ed·k|w, z, e−d·k, E;A,B, β, τ). (35)

We follow the Bernoulli distribution assumption for the
document emotion variable Edk in (4), and interpret the
probability value of the first factor in (35)

p(Edk|w, z, e−d·k, E−dk;A,B, β, τ) = θE
dk (36)

in which θE
dk can be inferred through its posterior probability

after observing the document emotions as described in (22). A
replacement of θE

dk in (36) with its expectation in (22) gives the
algebraic expression for the first factor of document emotion
posterior probability in (35)

p(Edk|w, z, e−d·k, E−dk;A,B, β, τ)

=





B1
k + 1

B1
k + B0

k + 1
, if Edk = 1

B0
k + 1

B1
k + B0

k + 1
, if Edk = 0.

(37)

As illustrated in the derivation of (27), we assume that
different emotion categories are independent, and gives the
factorized production of the second factor in (35)

p(ed·k|w, z, e−d·k, E;A,B, β, τ)

=
∏

i∈Wd

p(edik|w, z, e−dik, E;A,B, β, τ). (38)

We take (37) and (38) into (35) to derive the algebraic
expression of the posterior probability of document emotion
variable Edk in (15).

APPENDIX B
DERIVING POSTERIOR PROBABILITIES FOR HDWET

The posterior probabilities for topic variable zdi and word
emotion variable edik in the HDWET model are the same as
those in the DWET model. For the document emotion variable
Edk, we factorize its posterior probability by following the
Bayes’ theorem to get

p(Edk|w, z, e, E−dk, φ;A,B, β, τ)
∝p(Edk|w, z, e−d·k, E−dk, φ;A,B, β, τ)
× p(ed·k|w, z, e−d·k, E, φ;A,B, β, τ). (39)

For the first factor in (39), we derive the same algebraic
expression for the prior probability of document emotion Edk

as (36), but derive the expectation of θE
dk differently as follows.

Because the proportional parameter θE
dk for document emotion

distribution in the HDWET model follows the Beta distribution
with a flexible concentration parameter αφk in (11), we infer
its poster probability from the samples φ̂k of the concentration
parameter φk.

In the model construction for HDWET, the flexible concen-
tration variable φk is assumed to follow the Beta distribution
in (12). Because its related observation in document emotion

variable Edk follows the Bernoulli distribution in (4), the
posterior probability of φk can be derived with a closed-
form expression with corresponding distribution parameters
Bk updated as in (17). We take the sampled values of φ̂k

for variable φk to have the algebraic expression for the first
factor in (39)

p(Edk|w, z, e−d·k, E−dk, φ;A,B, β, τ)

=





αφ̂k + 1

α(φ̂k + ¯̂
φk) + 1

, if Edk = 1

α
¯̂
φk + 1

α(φ̂k + ¯̂
φk) + 1

, if Edk = 0.

(40)

For the second factor in (39), because word emotion vari-
ables ed·k shares the same model structure and probabilistic
assumptions in HDWET and DWET, the derivation of its
posterior probability turns to be the same as that of the DWET
model, which gives

p(ed·k|w, z, e−d·k, E, φ;A,B, β, τ)

=
∏

i∈Wd

p(edik|w, z, e−dik, E, φ;A,B, β, τ). (41)

We take (40) and (41) into (39) to derive the algebraic ex-
pression of the posterior probability of the document emotion
variable Edk for the HDWET model in (16).
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